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Dust grain alignment in PPDs
Radiative torques (Dolginov & Mytrophanov 1976, Lazarian & Hoang 2007)
Irregular grain’s cross section is different for left-/right-
circularly polarized radiation
I Grains acquire angular momentum and possess magnetic momentum
I Rotation within surrounding magnetic field stabilized for aligned grains
Paramagnetic alignment: efficient at grains< 0.1 µm (Lazarian+2015)
Mechanical alignment by...
...supersonic flows: do not occur (Hughes+2011, Flock+2011)
...subsonic flows: inefficient in general (Lazarian+2015)
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Simulating observations: Radiative Transfer
The code
MC3D (Wolf+1999, Wolf 2003)
+ radiative torques
+ polarized dust emission (Bertrang & Wolf 2016, submitted)
The (general) model
Flared disk (dust density profile: Shakura & Sunyaev 1973)
• toroidal magnetic field
• aspherical dust grains
• grain sizes ∈ 1− 1000 µm
• self-consistent Temp. calculation
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Simulated observations: 3D RT + CASA
(Bertrang & Wolf 2016, submitted)
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Simulated obs.: 3D MHD + RT + CASA
(Flock+2015; Bertrang+2016, in prep.)
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Summary & Take Away
• Magnetic fields influence disk evolution
• 3D RT: polarized emission of aligned aspherical dust grains
• Coupling of theory and observations by 3D MHD + RT + CASA
... know your object:
optical depth and grain sizes point to source of polarization
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